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Find the solution for the differential equation x ~ + y = xy sin 2x I given that 
<Ix 

x - ~ when y - 1. Give ' your ans\\'Cc in the form y - f(x). 

2 Express Scas x + 3sin x in the form R cas (x - a), giving the exact value ofR 

::.::.d c. :;,.!~h ~i.:::. P.. ..... C :.::~ ~ --:: c: < ~ . 

Hence, 

[5J 

[1J 

(i) fi.."<1 L'.e maximum value of 5cosx+3smx +6 [I] 

(ii) solve the equation of Scos x + 3sin x - 2 where 0 < x < 2" . [2] 

3(4' Plv"clki !!IoecA - tau.( - Uw(~ -%). i2j 

Hence, evaluate tan -ii, express your 8OS\",r in surd form. [2J 

(b) A. B and e sse three points on a borizontal field. B is due south of A and e is 
on a bearing of 1).0" from A. VA is a pole ofbeight h meter. The distance of 
Be is 80 meter. The angleS ofelovation ofY- from B and e are 30° and 45° 
respectively. Find tho value of b. [3] 

Radioactive material decays at a rate proportional to the amount of material 
present at that time. Let x represent the quantity ofrodioactive material present 
at time t, and Xo be the initial quantity of rodioactive material. 
(il Write down a differential equation that models this situation. Solve it 

10 fond x in terms of t and ... [4] 

(ii) After 1~ bours, one tenth of the material bas decayed. Calculate the 

half·life oelhis substance, carrect to two decimal places. [3] 
(ill) A container contains 5 grams of substance. Determine what mass 

remains after onc day. [2] 
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5(a) ABCO is a square; P is a point on CA produced such that OAPQ is a rhombus. 
lfQC cuts PO at R. prove that RP = RC. [4] 

~) T 

In·the diagram above, SAT is. tangent to the eirele at A which is parallel to BCE. 
COT and ADE are straight lines. 
I'roVc1Iilir 
(i) MIlE aod t.COE arc s imilar. [3] 
(ii) AD bisects L BOT. [4] 

6(a) ABC is. triaoglewhert:AB =21+ 3j and Be = 5i - 4j. Find BA .Be aod hence, 
fi.nd LADC. (3] 

~) A 

B 

o 

The points A and B has position vectors. add b respectively, relative to the point 
O. The poiot C on OA such that OC : Co A ~ 3 : 1. The point 000 CB such that 

CO · !CB. 
5 

AD produced meets OB at E, where OE - "OB. 00 produced meets AB at F. 
(i) Express 00 and AD in terms of. and b. [2] 

[Li) Express AE in terms of A,. and b and evaluate... [3] 

(iii) Find the position vector of OF . [3] 
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f . A scnool obtains 40% of the ceiling fans from supplier X, 45% from supplier Y and 15% 
from supplier W respectively. The percentages of defective fans supplied by supplier X, 
Y and Ware 2%, 3% and 1% respectively. A fan selected at random is found to be 
defective. Find the probability that it is supplied by supplier W. [4J 

8. The amounts of purchase and the modes of payment of 300 customers of a computer 
shop are shown in the following table. 

Amount of purchase Mode of a ment 
Cash Ch ue 

Less than RM 100 50 25 
RM100 or more 75 150 
A customer is selected at random from this group of customers. If X is the event the 
amount of purchase is less than RM1 00 is selected and Y is the event that the payment 
is made by cash. 

(a) Find PIX) and PlY) [2J 
(b) State, with a reason whether the events X and Yare mutuallv exclusive. [21 
(e) State, with a reason whether tne events X and Yare independent. [2J 

9. The biscuits produced at a factory are packed in two sizes. The mass of a large 
packet of biscuits is normally distributed with mean 166 9 and stand~rd deviation 20 g. 
whereas the mass of a small packet of biscuits is normally distributed with mean of 54 9 
and standard deviation of 8 g. 

(a) Find the probability that the mass of a large packet of biscuits is more than three 
times the mass of a small packet of biscuits. [4J 

(b) Find the probability that the total mass of two large packets is greater than that of 
·sl,n:mll'n-PlICKets. [4J 

10. Analysis of records over a long periods reveals that 5% of the workers will break 
their bonds before their term of service expires. 

(a) Find the minimum number of workers that should be sampled if there is to be a 
probability of more than 0.95 that at least one worker will break his bond. [4J 

(b) A factory employed 50 workers in a particular year. Find, using a suitable 
approximation. the probability that at most three workers will break their bonds. [4J 

(e) If the fac;1Qry em pLoyed 300 workers. By using a suitable approximation , find the 
probabil ity that between 15 and 20 workers will break their bonds. [5J 
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11 . The cumulative distribution function of the time T. in minutes, of a cieri< spends 
every morning waiting for taxi to the office is given by 

{ 

0, 

F(t) = .,ttl, 

-:k+it-rlit' 
1, 

t< 0, 

O,;t< 5, 

t ~ 15. 

(i) Find the probabilitY density function of T and sketch its graph. 

(ii)ealeulate the mean wa~ing time of the clerk. 

j3) 

[3) 

(iii) Find the probability that the cieri< waited less than 10 minutes for at least 3 days out 
of 5 worl<ing days. (4) 

12. The table below shows the masses of 200 boxes of a I"'rtain type of fru it. 

Masses kg) Frequency 
0 < x ,; 29 0 
29 <.x,; 34 8 
34<x,;39 19 
39<x,;44 42 
44<xS49 69 

149 < x S54 34 
54<xS59 23 
59<xS64 5 

(a) Plot a hlstogran) for the data above, apd hence. estimate th~ median [4) 
(b) By using tire cmlln-g m-elh'od, fin<! th1l m'ea 'M - slandard devlatlon' of' th'e 

mass of the fru it. (5) 
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